Lactose-ornithine bolaamphiphiles for efficient gene delivery in vitro.
The development of new nonviral vectors characterized by high transfection efficiency and low cytotoxicity remains an important challenge in the field of gene delivery. Unsymmetrical bolaamphiphiles (bolas) appear as new emerging candidates for this application. In this work, new unsymmetrical bolas, bearing neutral lactonic acid and cationic ornithine residues at the two ends of a hydrophobic spacer, were synthesized and their properties were compared to analogues bearing a gluconic acid residue. The new bolas showed DNA binding and condensation at higher N/P ratios than their gluconic analogues, probably due to their larger neutral head group. Whereas the size of the complexes of the new bolas with DNA (bolaplexes) increased with N/P, as a result of charge neutralization, their formulations with DOPE at high N/P were of small size (ca. 200 nm). These DOPE formulations showed high transfection efficiency in different cell lines (HeLa, COS-7 and HepG2), close to that of jetPEI. Their cytotoxicity was relatively low, which allowed repetitive transfection in vitro. Fluorescence imaging showed that the bolaplexes bind rapidly to cell surface and internalize mainly through endocytosis. This work suggests a new type of efficient nonviral vectors based on bolaamphiphiles.